CleanTreat: FOI Disclosures by the Scottish Government to Scottish Salmon Watch
Documents disclosed to Scottish Salmon Watch by the Scottish Government via FOI on 19
December 2019 (FOI-19-02443) shed some light on Benchmark's 'CleanTreat' and the
Scottish Government's support for trials in Scotland.
Benchmark wrote to the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing) in a letter
dated June 2019 thanking him for "your continued support for our work with the CleanTreat
innovation to remove medicines from treatment water before it is discharged back into the
environment".
A Cabinet Briefing in September 2019 for a meeting in the Scottish Parliament between
Fergus Ewing (as Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy) and Benchmark stressed that
Benchmark was invited "to ensure that such sustainable technologies, like CleanTreat, are not
only developed in Scotland, but that Scotland is also an attractive place to trial such
technologies".
In terms of 'next steps' the Cabinet Briefing in September 2019 stated that: "Marine Scotland
is facilitating a number of meetings with BAHL [Benchmark], regulators and advisers to
ensure BAHL is clear on the next steps and regulators and advisers will continue to work
with BAHL, to enable them to submit the required evidence and provide the required
assurances to determine an application for a trial".
"Benchmark were content with the meeting on 20th September and the information
requirements made clear," continued the Cabinet Briefing in September 2019. "Benchmark
agreed to provide the required information by December which will allow a full application
to be submitted to Marine Scotland."
In late September 2019, Benchmark invited the Scottish Government, SEPA and the
Veterinary Medicines Directorate to an 'urgent' visit of the CleanTreat wellboat (understood
to be docked in Leith). "This is the last opportunity ahead of any trials in the UK, as we have
now completed our planned trials in Norway," wrote Benchmark in an email dated 24
September 2019.
Other documents were redacted or refused with the Scottish Government citing the
"confidentiality of commercial or industrial information where such confidentiality is
provided for by law to protect a legitimate economic interest" and because some information
was deemed "internal legal advice and disclosure would breach legal professional privilege".
"Disclosure of this particular information would, or would likely to, prejudice substantially
the confidentiality of commercial information provided by Benchmark Holdings plc and thus
cause substantial harm to their commercial interests," stated the Scottish Government's letter
dated 19 December 2019 [3].
Scottish Salmon Watch will be filing a review request with the Scottish Government with a
view to filing an appeal to the Scottish Information Commissioner (along with an appeal re.
SEPA's refusal to provide similar information).
FOI-19-02443 disclosed 11 PDF files including:

#1: Letter from the SSPO to SEPA copied to Scottish Ministers
SEPA was lobbied by the Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation (SSPO) to conduct field
trials of CleanTreat in Scotland after being "trialled successfully in Norway":
"You undertook to look again at the potential for trials of novel lice treatment methods and
the barriers in the way of Scottish trials for the CleanTreat innovation which the developers
believe has no environmental impact at sea," wrote the Chief Executive of the Scottish
Salmon Producers Organisation to the Terry A'Hearn, Chief Executive of SEPA in May
2019. "The novel approach has been trialled in Norway successfully and now requires field
trials in Scotland....We understand that there have been discussions with the company
involved though no progress has been made to take forward trials in Scotland."

#2: Redacted letter dated 3 October 2019 from the SSPO to SEPA copied to Scottish
Ministers

#3: Redacted emails referring to a briefing for a meeting on 25 September 2019 between the
Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing) and Benchmark (developers of
CleanTreat)

#4: Email in August 2019 referring to a forthcoming visit by the Cabinet Secretary for Rural
Economy (Fergus Ewing) to Benchmark's offices and his "kind words" and "positive
engagement"

#5: Letter from the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing) to the Head of
CleanTreat (Neil Robertson) dated August 2019 stating that "Scotland is open for business"
and that he is "keen to see early trials in Scotland"

#6: Email in August 2019 from the office of the Cabinet Secretary for the Rural Economy
suggesting a "letter of congratulation" from Mr Ewing to Benchmark and "the letter can offer
an early visit and meeting"

#7: Redacted briefing for the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing) for a
meeting with Benchmark on 25 September 2019 in the Scottish Parliament "to discuss the
potential trial of the technology in Scotland"

#8: Emails referring to a letter dated June 2019 from Benchmark to the Cabinet Secretary for
Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing)

#9: Letter dated June 2019 from Benchmark to the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy
(Fergus Ewing)

#10: Email in October 2019 from Marine Scotland referring to a "very informative" tour
around the vessel and "the need for some written responses to SEPA"

#11: Emails dated September 2019 discussing an 'Urgent' opportunity to visit the CleanTreat
wellboat (understood to be docked in Leith) - described as "the last opportunity ahead of any
trials in the UK, as we have now completed our planned trials in Norway"

Documents disclosed to Scottish Salmon Watch by the Scottish Government via FOI in
November 2019 (FOI-19-02442) reveal huge quantities of toxic chemicals (Azamethiphos,
Deltamethrin and Hydrogen Peroxide) discharged by well boats at salmon farms across
Scotland in 2018. Here's thousands of litres of Hydrogen Peroxide (recently shown by a
scientific paper to kill kelp in the vicinity of salmon farms) as well as Deltamethrin (AMX)
and Azamethiphos (Salmosan) used by Grieg Seafood in Shetland [4]:

And here's data showing illegal use and toxic discharges by The Scottish Salmon Company at
Vuia Beag in Loch Roag of Benchmark's Salmosan Vet (Azamethiphos - a chemical shown
by peer-reviewed science to be lethal to lobsters):

The unlawful use and discharge of Azamethiphos by The Scottish Salmon Company at Vuia
Beag in Loch Roag (Loch Roag Lagoons is an EU-protected Special Area of Conservation)
did not lead to a prosecution for breach of the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 or a fine of up to
£50,000 or imprisonment for up to 2 years (as stated in the legislation) but merely triggered
an 'Advisory Letter' from Marine Scotland.

Data for 2019 will not be publicly available until the first half of 2020 and is still to be
published for 2018 via either Scotland's Aquaculture web-site or SEPA's 'Scottish Pollutant
Release Inventory' making it impossible to calculate total chemical use in Scotland [5].
In November 2019, SEPA denied a FOI request (F0191091) concluding after a review in
December 2019 that "SEPA considers that the release of the correspondence and
documentation would cause substantial prejudice to the commercial undertaking and
economic interest". "It was confirmed that details of the specified treatment were not
publicly available and that they were commercial in nature," explained SEPA on 13
December 2019. "Feedback had been sought from the third party who confirmed that
disclosure of information would cause substantial prejudice to their commercial interest" [6].
However, SEPA's FOI refusal letter dated 11 November 2019 admitted that it had attended
five meetings with Benchmark over the last year (9 October 2018; 11 April 2019; 30 May
2019; 20 September 2019 and 30 September 2019).

Fish Farmer reported in August 2019: "The team behind the Scottish invention CleanTreat,
which won the much prized Aqua Nor Innovation Award this week, have held high level
talks to facilitate trials of the system in Scotland" (reporting that Benchmark was
"encouraged by discussions at Aqua Nor with [Fergus] Ewing and Graham Black, director of
Marine Scotland").
Documents disclosed to Scottish Salmon Watch by the Scottish Government via FOI in July
2019 reveal that Benchmark lobbied the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus
Ewing) in September 2018 writing in an email that "we are now ready to apply for trials in
Scotland for our CleanTreat system for salmon health" and "would like to brief you on these
proposals".

"The Cabinet Secretary is asked to note that MS-LOT [Marine Scotland Licensing Operations
Team] continues discussions with BAHL [Benchmark Animal Health Limited] and is
awaiting further information from the company and that the licensing regime and medicine
use subgroup of the Farmed Fish Health Framework will look at the best ways of engagement
with innovative technologies and new treatments at its next meeting" stated a Cabinet
Briefing marked 'Restricted - Advice to Ministers' in December 2018.

A redacted email marked 'Sensitive' dated December 2018 referred to Fergus Ewing's
meeting with Benchmark and "a discussion with Benchmark on the acceptability of their
CleanTreat proposal where it might involve transport from site for remote discharge of
effluent water" and "the work plan element where we're tasked at looking at 'discharge
zones'".

An email from the office of the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy dated December 2018
stated that "Mr Ewing is keen to find a way forward on both discharge and clean treats":

An undated Annex to documents marked 'Restricted - Advice to Ministers' (understood to be
a Highlands & Islands Enterprise 'Briefing Paper' for Fergus Ewing, the Cabinet Secretary for
Rural Economy, dated 16 April 2019) referred to a meeting in March 2019 between
Benchmark and the Scottish Government's 'Account Team' to explore "how Scotland can
support BMK [Benchmark] to move to the next phase of CleanTreat":

Other documents were heavily redacted with the Scottish Government citing the
"confidentiality of commercial or industrial information" [7].
A redacted email in May 2019 stated that "Benchmark folk expressed concern over the pace
of approval in the margins of a recent aquaculture supply chain summit".

The FOI documents reveal that in April 2019, the Cabinet Secretary of Rural Economy
(Fergus Ewing) met with "four key Scottish salmon producers":

The FOI documents disclosed to Scottish Salmon Watch by the Scottish Government via FOI
in July 2019 also referred to a meeting with Benchmark, SEPA, Marine Scotland and the
Veterinary Medicines Directorate in April 2019 (although the document is so heavily
redacted to render it useless).

The FOI documents disclosed by the Scottish Government detail heavily redacted minutes of
a meeting with Benchmark in October 2018 with a document citing "field trials in Scotland".

An email dated November 2018 referred to a request from Fergus Ewing (Cabinet Secretary
for the Rural Economy) for information on CleanTreat stating that "the company wish to
push forward with trials in Scotland (trials already happening in Norway) - and that Marine
Harvest [redacted] as partner wants to get this off the ground as soon as possible.....progress
with regulators was slow and that they wished to speed things up":

A redacted email in February 2019 from Marine Scotland referred to a meeting being
arranged "with SEPA and policy officials". It stressed the need for further information on the
permits required for Benchmark's trials in Norway and "more detail on the proposed activity
in the marine area (i.e. - what is proposed to be deposited in the sea").

A redacted email from Benchmark in January 2019 asked: "I assume a brief outline of what
we wish to do in Scotland would be helpful ahead of the call with SEPA?"

A redacted email dated June 2019 to Marine Scotland attached a 'Confidential' document
titled 'CleanTreat [redacted] Trials, Scotland 2019 Overview' (authored it appears by
Benchmark's Animal Health Division in Edinburgh).

Another redacted email dated May 2019 marked "Commercially sensitive and strictly
confidential" refered to a "white paper to assist in our request for legal advice":

Another redacted email dated May 2019 referred to Benchmark's "need to satisfy SEPA's
concerns as part of any marine licence application prior to the handover of the licensing role
to SEPA":

A redacted email from SEPA in April 2019 asked for "a visit to the existing vessel whilst
operational" which would allow SEPA "to highlight any areas of concern early so that they
could potentially be addressed/mitigated as part of the design process".

Benchmark replied in April 2019 that "we are re-starting trials next week":

Notes from May 2018 referred to the prospect of using presently unlicensed chemicals "as the
environmental impact is too great" via the CleanTreat system "as there would be no
discharge".

The move of licensing wellboat discharges from Marine Scotland to SEPA "may well be
seized on" concedes a redacted email dated December 2018:

The move of licensing wellboat discharges to SEPA (recommended back in 2016 by the
Aquaculture Industry Leadership Group) has "raised some challenges but it still under active
consideration and we are hopeful to a conclusion" states another redacted email dated
December 2018.

A redacted email dated December 2018 reports that Benchmark is aware that "discharges
from wellboats need marine licences" (currently issued by Marine Scotland but soon to be
moved to SEPA).

FOI documents disclosed by the Scottish Government in April 2018 included an email dated
December 2017 from the Scottish Aquaculture Innovation Centre describing Ectosan as a
"follow on product to Salmosan" spectulating that it could also be Azamethiphos-based.

A redacted email dated December 2017 from the Scottish Government suggested that
Benchmark's 'Ectosan' sea lice treatment "on face value could be a significant game-changer".

In December 2019, Scottish Salmon Watch filed further FOIs for information on CleanTreat,
BMK08 and Ectosan with the Scottish Government, SEPA, the Veterinary Medicines
Directorate and Scottish Natural Heritage.

Scottish Natural Heritage claimed on 19 December 2019 to possess no information on
BMK08 or Ectosan [8].
On 19 December 2019, Scottish Salmon Watch asked SEPA to re-consider their blanket
refusal to provide information on CleanTreat [9].
On 19 December 2019, the Scottish Government refused a FOI request by Scottish Salmon
Watch claiming they had no information on BMK08 and could not disclose information on
Ectosan "because disclosure of this particular information would, or likely to, prejudice
substantially the confidentiality of commercial information provided by Benchmark Holdings
plc and thus case substantial harm to their commercial interests" [10].
A FOI reply from the Veterinary Medicines Directorate in January 2018 claimed to have no
information on CleanTreat or Ectosan. A further FOI request was refused in December 2019.
"We fully recognise and respect the obligations imposed by the FOIA on the VMD to act in a
manner that is transparent and open in the public interest," wrote the VMD in a letter dated
20 December 2019. "However, the very real harm likely to ensue from the disclosure of the
information you request warrants the balance to be taken in favour of non-disclosure" [11].
"We consider that the disclosure of the information would be likely to prejudice the
commercial interests of Marketing Authorisation holders and that Section 43 applies here,"
continued the VMD. "Through the marketing authorisation system, the VMD receives
information from commercial entities that constitutes trade secrets and information protected
by patent, the publication of which would create significant commercial harm to the
manufacturer. The commercial entities are required by law to provide the information and are
put to great expense to generate it. In this case, the information you request could be used by
other manufacturers to formulate, develop or market products that would compete with these

products. We consider such factors weigh against the public interest in disclosing the
information in question."
"We also judge that Section 41 of the FOIA applies to this request. Section 41 is an absolute
exemption and it is engaged in this case because the information carries the necessary quality
of confidence. In this instance publishing such information could undermine the veterinary
pharmaceuticals industry’s trust in the regulatory process as well as the companies’
commercial position. This could lead to companies becoming unwilling to place product on
the UK market, which would have a detrimental impact on animal welfare. Further, the
market as a whole benefits from establishing and upholding a robust process for marketing
authorisations; this in turn requires appropriate protection of confidentiality, and the
honouring of expectations of confidentiality."

